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Home Owner Manual



Welcome to Bereco
The Home Owner Manual 

Congratulations on your new high performance 
timber windows and doors from Bereco Ltd. 

This home owners manual is designed to ensure 
you will enjoy your new windows and doors 
for many years to come, offering instruction on 
routine maintenance and seasonal adjustment, 
along with practical trouble shooting solutions.

Closely following our advice and maintenance 
schedule contained in the following pages will 
ensure trouble free operation and the longevity 
of your windows and doors long after the 
warranty period expires.

Yours sincerely

Bereco Ltd. 
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  Paint Finish

 Rot and Decay 

Ironmongery

Glazing Failure

 Manufacturing 

The warranties offered on all Bereco factory finished products 
are based on the following conditions:

- The products have been installed properly and not 
 modified prior to installation. 
-  The products have not been damaged due to improper 
 storage, installation, use or maintenance.
-  The products have been stored and handled in accordance  
 with our guidelines.
-  Full and final payment has been made for the purchase. 
-  The product is fit for its intended use. 
-  Adequate ventilation was provided at the time of 
 installation to regulate moisture content.
-  The coating has not failed due to poor maintenance of the 
 building, or by the buildings inadequate design. 
-  The coating has not been allowed to accumulate dirt and  
 debris leading to excessive mould growth.
-  The coating has not been duly exposed to excessive 
 pollutants or heat (fire,heating appliances etc).
-  The coating has not been subjected to physical 
 (ladders etc) or chemical (cleaning agents) damage. 
- Bereco after care kits used and maintenance schedule 
 followed and completed.

10 years against 
defects in factory applied 
coatings

10 years against 
defective factory fitted 
ironmongery 

10 years against 
failure of factory fitted 
glazing units

10 years against 
manufacturing defects

30 years against 
rot and fungal infection 
of the timber 

Warranty Information

ensuring you get the most out 
of your new Bereco products

For warranties to remain active 
products must be maintained and 
treated regularly with after care kits. 
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Lipped Casement Windows

Maintenance 
Hinges should be checked annually,  
cleaned from dust and debris and 
lubricated with acid free oil. All other 
movable parts should also be lubricated 
with the same oil as required or at least 
once a year. Lubrication will be required 
more frequently than indicated above 
(1 year) on elements placed at exposed 
places, e.g. by the coast. Use acid-free 
and non-resinous grease and oils only.

Adjustment
A 4mm allen key is required to 
adjust the position of mushroom heads. 
This can compress the gasket up to  +/- 
0.8mm with a 360° turn.
See page 16 for full instruction

Handle Installation
All handles (left or right handed) are supplied loose for 
transportation reasons. To fit the handle, place it pointing 
downwards (or horizontally if top-hung) into the provided holes 
and fit and tighten the top screw with a screwdriver. Unlock the 
handle with the provided key and press the push button fully 
whilst turning the handle 90 degrees. Open the sash, fit and 
tighten the second screw the same way and fit the cover cap 
to the lower screw hole. Once complete close the sash again 
and fit the cover cap that is provided for the top screw. Lock the 
handle again for security.

Operation
Closed Position The handle points downwards in the closed 
position on side hung windows or horizontal on top hung 
windows.
Open Position Turn the handle to the horizontal position and 
the sash opens to a side-hung position. Turn the handle to a 
vertical position on top hung windows and the sash opens to a 
top hung position. 
Easy Clean Position When the sash is open the back rail of the 
sash slides closer to the centre of the window. It is now possible 
to clean the outside from inside. 
Egress-Easy Clean Position All windows fitted with egress 
hinges allow for both escape and cleaning from inside. When 
the sash is open, the back rail remains positioned at the side off 
the frame to offer the maximum clear opening. It is possible to 
slide the sash into easy clean position by pressing a button on 
each hinge and sliding the back rail of the sash to the middle 
of the window. Please note that this easy-clean function is not 
available on SFS type hinges.

Hardware Components
1. Handle 
2.  Espagnolette system
3.  Keeper (fitted to frame)
4.  Top corner lock
5.  Bottom corner lock & sash riser 
 block (fitted to frame)
6.  Hinge
7.  Anti-prise clips (top and bottom 
 on both sash and frame)
8.  Anti-warp clip (in middle of sash 
 & frame on hinge side)
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Flush Casement Windows

Handle Installation
All handles and stays (left- or right 
handed) are supplied loose for 
transportation reasons. To fit the 
handle place it pointing downwards 
(or horizontally if top-hung) into the 
provided holes and fit and tighten 
the top screw with a screwdriver. 
Unlock the handle with the 
provided key and press the push 
button fully whilst turning the 
handle 90 degrees. Open the sash, 
fit and tighten the second screw the 
same way and fit the cover cap to 
the lower screw hole. Once 
complete close the sash again and 
fit the cover cap that is provided 
for the top screw. Lock the handle 
again for security.

Operation
Closed Position The handle points 
downwards in the closed position 
on side hung windows or horizontal 
on top hung windows.
Open Position Turn the handle to 
the horizontal position and the sash 
opens to a side-hung position. Turn 
the handle to a vertical position on 
top hung windows and the sash 
opens to a top hung position. 

Note: easy clean position is not 
available on flush casement 
windows. 

Hardware Components 
1.  Handle & stay
2.  Espagnolette system
3.  Keeper (fitted to frame)
4.  Top corner lock
5.  Bottom corner lock & sash riser 
block (fitted to frame)
6.  GU concealed hinge
7.  Anti-prise clips (top and bottom 
on both sash and frame)
8.  Anti-warp clip (in middle of sash 
& frame on hinge side)

Maintenance
Hinges should be checked annually, cleaned from dust and 
debris and lubricated with acid free oil. All other movable 
parts should also be lubricated with the same oil as required 
or at least once a year. Lubrication will be required more 
frequently than indicated above on elements placed at 
exposed places, e.g. by the coast. Use acid-free and 
non-resinous grease and oils only.

Adjustment 
A 4mm allen key is required to adjust the position of 
mushroom heads. This can compress the gasket up to +/- 
0.8mm with a 360° turn.
See page 16 for full instruction
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Sliding Sash Windows

Handle Installation
All ironmongery is supplied factory fitted to sliding 
sash windows.

Operation
1. To open your vertical sliding sash window, you 
should first release the fastener(s) on the meeting rails 
using the key provided if lockable. 
2.  Where a restrictor mechanism (vent lock) has been fitted, 
this should be screwed into the frame using the special 
key provided and removed before the fastener(s) on the 
meeting rails is released. Both sashes can now be opened.
3.  The bottom sash is opened by pushing it upwards as far 
as required. It should be noted that, if “Simplex” ironmongery 
is fitted, the sash will only go up as far as the cord clutch.
5.  To close the top sash, it should be pushed upwards 
until it re-locates into the window head.
6.  To close the bottom sash pull down the hook lifts until 
the bottom rail meets the cill.
7.  When closed the fastener(s) on the meeting rails 
should be locked if lockable.
8.  The vent lock, if fitted, can then be screwed back into 
place with the special key provided. 

Maintenance 
When fully factory finished and installed correctly, your 
vertical sliding sash window should operate smoothly and 
be virtually maintenance free, especially if the window is 
opened and closed fairly regularly. If it is not used very 
often, then it may be necessary to lightly grease the 
fastener(s) and restrictor mechanisms periodically. 

For all sliding sash spiral balance windows it is not possible  
to remove either the bottom or the top sash without 
removing baton rods first. Therefore it is necessary to be 
very careful during decorating/re-decorating processes. 
Water-based paint or stain should be used, which is 
environmentally friendly and can be wiped off easily 
should it come into contact with glass or sealant. 

Adjustment
Adjustment of the sliding sash window should not be 
required. In the event it is, please call the sales office on 
01709 838188 for full instruction. 

Hardware Components (both Spiral Balance & Cords & Weights)
1.  Fitch fastener  4. Hook lift   7. Night-vent and strike plate 
2. Spiral balance  5. Cord & lead weights 8. Staff bead (baton rod)  
3. Parting bead  6. D-handle (optional) 9. Ring pull (optional)

Simplex’ Ironmongery (Cords & Weights)
Special ironmongery, called ‘Simplex’, has been 
developed to facilitate easy and safe cleaning of 
your vertical sliding sash window. (Available only 
on cords & weights sliding sash). If your window 
is fitted with this ‘Simplex’ hardware, it should be 
operated as follows:
1. Pull the cord on either the right or the left hand 
side downward to engage the cord clutch.
2.  Line the bottom sash up above the level of the 
butterfly hinges, engage the butterfly hinges and 
lower the bottom sash onto them.
3.  Release the thumbscrews.
4.  Pull back the hinged baton rod.
5.  Pull the bottom sash forward and release the sash 
cord clip, which is attached to the side of the sash.
6.  Open the bottom sash to 90°, in which position 
it is both easy and safe to clean.
7.  In order to clean the top sash, pull it down as far 
as it will go whilst the bottom sash is still open.
8.  After cleaning, the window should be closed in 
reverse sequence.
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Tilt & Turn Windows

Handle Installation
All handles (left or right handed) are 
supplied loose for transportation 
reasons. To fit the handle place it 
pointing downwards into the 
provided holes and fit and tighten 
the top screw with a screwdriver. 
Unlock the handle with the provided 
key and press the push button fully 
whilst turning the handle 90 degrees. 
Open the sash, fit and tighten the 
second screw the same way and fit 
the cover cap to the lower screw 
hole. Once complete close the sash 
again and fit the cover cap that is 
provided for the top screw. Lock the 
handle again for security.

Operation
Closed position: Handle points 
downwards.
Side-hung position: Turn the 
handle 90° and open inwards. If 
the sash is to be opened in the 
side-hung position it should be 
opened completely and secured in 
case of sudden gusts of wind. This is  
particularly important with balcony 
and terrace windows. 
Night Vent position: The sash can 
be secured in the night vent 
position allowing airflow by turning 
the handle vertically and then by 
tilting inwards. 

Maintenance 
The lower hinge is lubricated for 
life and requires no further 
maintenance. All other movable 
parts such as joints, locking rollers 
and channels should be lubricated 
with acid-free oil as required, or 
at least once a year. Lubrication is 
required more frequently than 
indicated above (1 year) on 
elements placed at exposed areas, 
e.g. by the coast. Use acid-free and 
non-resinous grease and oils.

Separation of sash from frame
Generally it should not be necessary to seperate the sash of a tilt 
and turn window from its frame. The following should only be 
attempted by an experienced joiner and always with assistance 
and supervision. If required:
1. Open the sash to 90° and turn the handle to tilt position. Turn 
the plate on the top of the hardware on the top of the sash 90° and 
pull upward, so the “spike” is released from the lower part. Push the 
“spike” at the end of the red cover in and lift the upper part out. Once 
this is released the sash can be lifted off the hinge at the bottom.
2.  Removing the second leaf - Open the sash to 90°, turn the locking 
plate down to a vertical position after which the tilt arm can be 
pulled out. By doing so, the hinge-stop is disconnected and the sash 
can then be removed. Note: Hold the sash while it is released from 
the frame ensuring the sash is secured.

Adjustment 
A 4mm allen key is required to adjust the position of 
mushroom heads. This can compress the gasket up to +/- 0.8mm 
with a 360° turn.  See page 16 for full instruction

Hardware Components
1. Handle & key  5. Bottom corner lock 
2. Espagnolette system 6. Slide arm (tilt stay) 
3.  Keeper (fitted to frame) 7. Hinge cover caps 
4. Top corner lock
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Entrance, French & Stable Doors

Lipped Doors
Handle Installation
All door handles will be supplied loose for transportation 
reasons with the cylinder fitted in the lock and the keys 
attached to one side of the frame. To fit the handle place both 
parts (the internal and the external) over the holes provided. 
The internal part is the one with screw holes in the back plate. 
Once placed insert the screws and tighten them equally.
Please note handles are universally handed. 

Operation
1. In the closed position, the door should be kept locked and 
we recommend that the key is kept in a safe but handy place.
2.  To open the door, insert the key into the barrel lock and turn 
it 180°, then pull the handle downwards to release the shoot 
bolts. The door can now be opened.
3.  To open the second leaf (slave leaf ) of the door, release the 
‘slip bolts’ located on the side of both the top and bottom of 
the door leaf by pulling the lever arms.
4.  To close the second leaf (slave leaf ) of the door, move it back 
towards the door frame until it re-locates within the frame, and 
then re-engage the two ‘slip bolts’ by pushing the lever arms. 
5.  To close the main door leaf, move it back towards the frame 
until it relocates in the frame, then lift up the handle to 45° and 
re-engage the shoot bolts. The  doors are now closed. To lock 
your door turn the key 180° in the opposite direction to that of 
which it was opened.
 
Adjustment
All lipped doors are fitted with SFS ‘Easy 3D’ hinges, which can 
be adjusted +/-2.5mm in 3 dimensions by the use of a 4mm 
allen key. See pages 18 & 19  for full instruction.

Flush Doors
Handle installation
The handle is fitted the same way as 
the lipped style door. 

Operation
1. In the closed position, your door 
should be kept locked and we 
recommend that the key is kept in a 
safe but handy place.
2.  To open the door, insert the key into 
the barrel lock and turn it 180°, then 
pull the handle downwards to release 
the shoot bolts. The door can now 
be opened. 
3.  To close the door, move it back  
towards the frame until it relocates in  
the frame, then lift up the handle to 
45° and re-engage the shoot bolts. 
Your door is now closed. To lock your 
door turn the key 180° in the 
opposite direction to that of which 
it was opened.

Adjustment
All flush doors are fitted with SFS ‘Just 
3D’ hinges, which can be adjusted +/-
2.5mm in 3 dimensions by the use of a 
4mm Allen Key. Please see page 17 for 
full instruction. 
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Stable Doors
Handle Installation
The upper handle is fitted the same way as the lipped 
style door and the lower handle in the same way as the 
tilt and turn window. 

Operation
1. To operate the upper leaf independently turn the key 
anticlockwise until the deadbolt retracts, pull the upper 
handle down to disengage the shoot bolts and retract 
the latch. The top leaf will open and the bottom will 
remain closed.
2. To operate the lower leaf turn the handle on the mid 
rail down to the vertical position and open inwards. 
Note: The bottom leaf cannot be opened whilst the top 
leaf is closed
3. To operate both leafs together as one single leaf 
follow step 2 first then step 1.
4. To lock the door, close both leafs, return lower handle 
to the horizontal position, lift the upper door leaf 
handle up to engage the shoot bolts then turn the key 
clockwise until the deadbolt is engaged.

Adjustment
Adjustment as lipped doors and espagnolette locking 
See pages 16,18 & 19 for full instruction. 

Maintenance for both lipped and flush doors
All locking points and hinges should be 
lightly treated with a silicon spray 
immediately after your Bereco doors are 
installed and thereafter at 6-12 monthly 
intervals, depending on usage. Particular 
attention should be paid to the bottom bead 
where there is maximum exposure to the 
environment.

Hardware components:
1.  Handle
2.  Cylinder and keys (3nr) 
3.  Espagnolette system
4.  Top and bottom frame keepers
5.  Central latch and lock keep
6.  Bottom frame keep 
(slave leaf lipped doors)
7.  Slip bolts (slave leaf lipped doors)
8.  3D hinges

Hardware Components for stable door:
1.  Door handle, tilt and turn handle
2.  Cylinder & Keys
3.  Espagnolette system as french and 
entrance (top)
4.  Espagnolette system  as tilt and turn 
(lower leaf )
5.  Frame keeps as tilt and turn and 
entrance door
6.  3D hinges as lipped door
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Folding Sliding Doors
Opening Out

Handle Installation 
Depending on the model chosen, your 
folding door will have a handle with 
lockable cylinder and lockable drop 
bolts or lockable drop bolts only. Door 
handles are supplied loose if applicable 
to the model chosen and are fitted as 
those for lipped doors. 

Operation
1.  In locked position all drop bolts will 
be engaged and the handle locked
2.  If using the lead door as a normal door 
(for example walking in and out) open 
the lead door by using the key to unlock 
the cylinder, these doors are accessible 
from both inside and outside
3.  To open the door fully and for doors 
without handle, starting from the 
leading leaf, work towards the jamb with 
all remaining static door leafs unlock the 
drop bolts using the key and pull down 
on bolt to release from frame, then slide 
the door leafs according to model. 
4.  When closing the door reverse the 
above steps always locking one door leaf 
at a time staring at the jamb working 
towards the leading door. 

Adjustment
The adjustment system for the open out folding door ensures that 
once door heights are set at the top pivots, intermediate and end 
carriers, they remain set. To adjust height at installation:  
1. Components come supplied with a plastic shipping clip installed
2.  Insert a flat bladed screwdriver into the slot and rotate the pin
3.  When correct adjustment is reached remove the shipping clip
4.  The lock will snap into place when the blade and slot are aligned
5.  To re-adjust pull the blade down to disengage it from the slot, 
replace the shipping clip and rotate the pin.  

Maintenance
In order to ensure trouble free sliding, it is essential that the running 
track and locking points are kept clear and clean (especially from 
building debris). This track should be lubricated with acid free 
non-resinous grease or oil regularly (in 6-12 months periods).

1

2 3 4 5
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Folding Sliding Doors
Opening InOpening Out

Adjustment 
Timber Threshold (Siegenia-AUBI)
1. Lift / Lower Sash - Remove the bottom plastic cover that hides 
the runner and use a 17mm spanner to loosen lock nut just above 
the runner bogie. Then adjust the door in height by turning the 
threaded bolt with a 5mm allen key. You will need to keep holding 
the lock nut in place with the 17mm spanner during adjustment. 
Once adjusted, tighten the lock nut with the 17mm spanner again. 
It is also possible to adjust the gasket compression at the bogie 
runner with a 13mm spanner.
2. Adjusting Doors sideways - Remove the external hinge covers 
and open the door fully. Loosen the top and bottom security screws 
then adjust the door sideways by turning the centre bolt with a 
4mm allen key and secure all screws once adjusted. Note: Adjust 
hinges one at a time and by the same amount, starting with the 
leading door leaf and working back towards the jamb.
3. Adjust Gasket Compression - Adjusting gasket compression is 
done both by adjusting internal hinges as well as locking points. 
Remove the covers from the internal hinges. Loosen the lock nut 
with a 13mm spanner. Press the door leaf towards the frame to 
increase compression and secure the lock nut again. Open all door 
leafs and turn all locking points with the allen key to either increase 
or decrease gasket compression. Adjust all locking points by the 
same amount. Once complete fit all hinge covers again. Note: For all 
adjustments start with the leading door leaf and work back towards 
the jamb by adjusting one hinge at the time.
See pages 16 for espagnolette adjustment instruction. 

Handle Installation
The handles used for open in folding 
doors are the same as those for tilt & 
turn windows and are supplied loose 
and fitted in the same manner.

Operation
1. A folding sliding open in door has 
more than one handle to lock the 
door leafs separately. The number of 
handles supplied is dependant on 
the model configuration.
2.  In the closed position, all handles 
of your door should point 
downwards. The handle can be 
either locking or non-locking.
3.  If you use the door as a single 
door you will only need to open the 
leading door leaf by turning 
the handle to 90°.
4.  In order to open the door fully you 
will need to turn all handles, starting 
with the leading door leaf and 
working your way towards the jamb 
with all remaining static door leafs.
5.  You can then fold and slide the 
door open by gently pulling on the  
handles and sliding the door leafs, 
according to the model chosen.
6.  When closing it is necessary to 
follow the steps outlined above in 
the opposite direction. Always lock 
one door leaf at a time, starting 
with the one hinged to the frame, 
working your way back towards the 
leading door (again depending on 
the door style chosen). It helps to 
close the door, when each door leaf 
is gently pushed towards the frame.

Maintenance 
As open out folding sliding doors. 

For adjustment instructions on the 
low level aluminium threshold or a 
full list of folding sliding door hardware 
components please contact our 
sales office on 01709 838188.
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Patio Doors
Slide only

Operation
1.  In the closed position, the handle of your 
Bereco patio door should point upwards. The 
door can be lockable (fitted with a straight 
through or half cylinder) but as standard will 
be non-locking.
2.  To open the door, turn the handle by 
180°, which will lift the whole door leaf, thus, 
allowing to slide the door leaf to open.
3.  There is a second secure locking point, 
which the door can be locked into for 
ventilation purposes (about 25mm) from 
closed position. The door leaf can also be 
settled at any point to adjust the right 
amount of ventilation, however this would 
not be a secure position and the door cannot 
then be locked.
4.  To close the door slide it into locking 
position and turn the handle until it points 
upwards again. 

Separation of leaf from frame
Generally it should not be necessary to separate the leaf 
from the frame, however if required please follow the 
instructions below
1.  Open the door
2.  At the top of the inside check of the leaf there are screws 
on either side which need to be removed.
3.  Remove the steel plates (head slides) fully.
4.  The door leaf can then be tilted to the inside and lifted 
out of the running track at the bottom. 
5.  Please follow the reverse procedure to replace the door 
leaf. It is only possible to separate the door leafs, not the 
static glazed units on sliding doors. 

The following should only be attempted by an experienced 
joiner and always with assistance and supervision.

Maintenance
In order to ensure trouble free sliding it is essential that 
the running track is kept clear and clean (especially from 
building debris).  This track should be lubricated with acid 
free non-resinous grease or oil regularly (in 6-12 months 
periods).

Adjustment
Due to the simple running and the self-settling track there 
is no adjustment necessary providing that the door has 
been installed square and plumb. It is possible to adjust 
the locking tightness by turning the ‘locking-pins’ (keeper) 
clockwise. (see right) .

loweringraising

8 A/F

+4 mm

–2 mm

26

9

Handle Installation
The handles for sliding patio doors are 
supplied loose for transportation reasons. 
Depending on the specification, the handle 
is locking or non-locking. The handle has to 
be fitted internally; externally there is a grip 
plate that will fit into the provided space. To 
fit both, place the handle - pointing upwards 
over the holes (and cylinder if locking) and 
insert the grip plate into the space on the 
outside. Insert all screws and tighten them 
equally. Once complete, the internal cover 
clips on top of the handle back plate.
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Patio Doors
Tilt & Slide

Handle Installation
The handles used for tilt and slide doors are supplied loose for 
transportation reasons. The handles are installed in the same 
manner as those on the slide only patio door.

Operation
1.  In the closed position, the handle of your tilt & slide Door 
should point upwards. The handle can be either locking or 
non-locking.
2.  The door leaf moves into tilting position when turning the 
handle halfway (by 90°) so that it points horizontally. The door is 
now in ventilation position.
3. By turning the handle by another 90° the door leaf opens into 
the room. This will bring the door into sliding mode and it can 
then be opened fully.
4.  When closing it is necessary to work the points mentioned 
above in the opposite direction. Push the door into closed 
position until it engages fully at the bottom before turning the 
handle into horizontal position.
5.  Once complete, push the door towards the frame at the top 
before turning the handle further. NOTE: Follow these steps 
thoroughly as forcing the door may damage the locking 
mechanism, especially in the case of larger doors. 

Adjustment
All doors are fully adjusted prior to delivery and therefore should 
not need any further adjustment. However, if necessary, 
adjustments can be carried out in all 3 dimensions. 
1.  Lift/Lower Sash - Remove the bottom plastic cover that covers 
the runner and use an 8mm allen key to either lift (+4mm) or 
lower (-2mm) the door leaf.
2.  Adjusting Door Leaf Sideways - Remove the bottom plastic 
cover that covers the runner and loosen all bolts with a 4mm 
allen key. Then move the keeper to the left or right as required. 
Tighten all threaded bolts with a maximum torque of 4-4.5mm.
3.  Adjust Gasket Compression - Gasket compression is, similar 
to Tilt & Turn windows, changed by adjusting the locking points. 
These locking points can be found all the way around the sash 
(espagnolette locking system). You will require a 4mm allen key 
and adjustable spanner to carry out adjustment of gasket 
compression. Open the door leaf and turn all locking points with 
the tools to either increase or decrease gasket compression. 
Adjust all locking points the same amount. Once complete, fit all 
covers again.
See pages 16 for full instruction on gasket compression

Maintenance
In order to ensure trouble free sliding 
it is essential that the running track 
and locking points are kept clear and 
clean (especially from building debris). 
This track should be lubricated with 
acid free non-resinous grease or oil 
regularly (in 6-12 month periods).

Hardware Components
For a full list of patio door hardware 
components please contact our sales 
office on 01709 838188.
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Product Maintenance

Resin Bleed 
Bereco use only defect-free timber where resin 
pockets have been cut to reduce risks of resin 
bleed to a minimum. Any resin that is showing 
on the surface of the coating (yellow sticky 
material) should be allowed to dry to white 
crystalline resin before being removed. Dried 
resin can then be removed by lightly sanding 
and then wiping off with a cloth soaked in 
methylated spirits. Note: Resin bleed is not 
covered under the warranty offered by Bereco. 
Whilst we endeavour to remove all resin 
pockets, timber is a natural product and 
complete removal cannot be guaranteed. 

Priming of Bare Wood Areas 
All bare timber areas must be prepared 
using the relevant Gori primer. 
Applied generously, this product will 
protect the timber from blue stain and 
fungal attack. It is important that this 
coating is applied to all bare timber 
including open joint areas. Any end 
grain area should receive particular 
attention and be well coated. Air 
drying times in normal conditions:

•  Dust-free approx. 15 minutes
•  Touch-dry approx. 30 minutes
•  Overcoatable approx. 6 hours

Open Joints 
Any joints that have opened due to 
movement of the timber must be sealed 
before re-coating. 
1. Clean out the joint area of any dust/dirt etc. 
2. Prime using the Gori Primer.
3. Squeeze the Joint Sealant into the open joint 
and smooth the bead with one of your fingers 
to remove any excess. The sealant can then be 
over-coated after two hours drying time.

De-nib 
On all bare timber areas that have now 
received one coat of primer, lightly de-nib the 
surface using a Scotch Brite nylon pad or a fine 
grade (P180) wet or dry paper. It is important 
that this operation does not break through the 
coating, particularly on edges.

Climate

Construction Moderate, this 
would include 
non-coastal 
areas at low 
altitude

Hard, this 
would include 
areas with 
1/2 mile of 
coastline

Extreme, any 
areas of high 
altitude e.g 
Snowdonia 
or Northern 
Scotland, or 
exposed coastal 
areas

Sheltered e.g 
beneath porch or 
large roof overhang

6-8 Years 6-8 Years 5-7 Years

Partly Sheltered e.g 
window built back 
into reveal

6-8 Years 5-7 Years 3 to 5 Years*

Not Sheltered
e.g face of building

5-7 Years 3 to 5 Years* 3 to 5 Years*

When to Maintain?
It is very important to understand that the factory finished 
windows installed in your property have to be cleaned and 
treated with the after care kit balsam twice per annum in 
order for your coatings guarantee to remain active. Much will 
depend upon the location of the property. If situated in an 
exposed environment it will require the maintenance repaint 
sooner than if it is located in a sheltered situation. The use 
of the after care kit will prolong the life of your coating and 
lengthen the maintenance period.

Maintenance Schedule For Finished Products
Wash all surfaces with warm water and a light liquid 
detergent to remove all dirt from the surface.
The washing solution should be changed regularly after 
washing. Rinse thoroughly with clean water.

It is important that a high build of paint is achieved with each 
of the applications outlined. Do not over-brush the material. 
Over-brushing will remove paint from the surface and will 
not achieve the desired build. Note: All water borne coatings 
will take longer to dry in cold damp conditions. Redecoration 
should never be attempted in temperatures below 5°C.

* 3 years for light shades e.g Pine & Light Oak (please note that the time intervals only apply 
to the first redecoration)

Redecoration Chart
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Painted Surfaces 
After preparing sound painted 
surfaces by cleaning as outlined, 
and repairing bare timber areas, 
apply by brush one full coat of Gori 
top coat in the colour to match the 
original shade. All sound painted 
areas, plus those areas that have 
been treated with Gori primer, must 
now receive this final protective and 
decorative coat. The following table 
indicates the required products:

  use glazing 
chisel towards 
the centre of 
the pane with a 
hammer

cut 
security 
tape

Utility knife

Cut silicone on both 
inside and outside

Security Tape

Re-glazing
Should you need to re-glaze your windows at any time 
following the instructions below will ensure safe and easy 
replacement. 

• Remove all timber glazing beads, starting with the longer 
ones.
• Before removing the glazing beads, the silicone seal must 
be cut from the inside around the full perimeter of the glass 
using a utility knife
•  Then tap the bead towards the centre of the pane using a 
plastic glazing chisel. This should separate the bead from the 
sash or frame.
•  The chisel can then be used to prise it off completely. 
Repeat this process for the remainder of the beads. Remove 
any nails from the glazing rebate.
•  Nails that are left in the glazing bead should be pulled 
through the back of the bead with a pair of pincers to avoid 
break out through the face.
• Before removing the sealed unit, the double-sided security 
tape and silicone seal must be cut from the outside around 
the full perimeter of the glass using a utility knife, The glass 
should now be removed from the inside.

Safety goggles and safety gloves should be worn while 
handling glass.

•  Remove the remainder of the security tape and silicone 
from the glazing up-stand and glazing bead.
•  Fit new security tape to the glazing up-stand.
•  Place the glass into the glazing check-ensuring equal 
spacing all around.
•  The centre of the glazing block should be approximately 
100mm from the corner.
•  Beads should be replaced fixing the shortest ones first 
then the longer ones, ensuring compression on the glazing 
tape to create a tight seal.
•  Nails should be punched and filled with appropriately 
coloured filler and the face of the bead should be repainted/
stained.
•  Silicone sealant should then be liberally re-applied the full  
perimeter of the glass inside and out, sprayed with a water 
and soap solution and then cleaned off with a suitable 
scraper leaving a perfect silicone bead creating a watertight 
seal. 

For re-ordering glazing all information regarding unit size 
and configuration is location on the spacer bar within the 
sealed unit. Please have this information available when 
contacting the sales office for ordering.  

Stain Paint

Primer / 
Base coat

Gori 646(+ 
colour from 
swatch 
sample)

Gori 
643(white 
primer 
used for all 
paints)

Top coat Gori 660(+ 
colour from 
swatch 
sample)

Gori 660(+ 
colour from 
swatch 
sample)
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Product Adjustment

Espagnolette Locking
Instruction to adjust compression of sash against frame

Bereco tilt & turn, casement windows, stable doors and open 
in folding doors come with a secure espagnolette locking 
mechanism operated by the handle. This guarantees secure 
locking points around the sash and also gives the ability to 
adjust compression of the gasket against the frame.

Adjust by using a 4mm allen key on all locking points. In 
some cases a torque bit or spanner is required.  

Minimum Compression

Average Compression

Maximum Compression
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Flush Doors
Instruction to unhinge and adjust door leafs fitted with 
SFS Just 3D hinges 

After installation, flush doors may need slight adjustment, 
they can be adjusted in 3 dimensions by using a 4mm allen 
key. It is easier to adjust hinges without the weight of the 
door leaf. All hinges must be adjusted the same way and by 
the same amount.  

Unhinge Door Leaf
To unhinge door just release upper 
screw and remove hinge bolt

Note: door leaf must be supported to 
avoid damages due to sudden drop
 

Move towards / away from the frame +/- 2.5mm
1. Turn metal wheel downwards to decrease gasket compression
2. Turn metal wheel upwards to increase gasket compression. 

Move towards / away from the lock +/- 2.5mm
1. Turn anticlockwise to move away from the lock
2. Turn clockwise to move towards the lock 

Lift / lower door leaf +/- 2.5mm
1. To lift door leaf release upper 
screw (a) anti clockwise and turn 
lower screw (b) clockwise. 
2. To lower door leaf release 
lower screw (b) anti clockwise and 
turn upper screw (a) clockwise.  

a

b

1

2

1 2

1 2

1

2
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Product Adjustment

Instruction to unhinge and adjust door leafs fitted with 
SFS Easy 3D hinges

1. Hinge when door is closed

Cover cap hides all adjustment screws
No possibility to unhinge the door leaf

2. Hinge when door is open

Release all security screws by turning anti clockwise with 
3mm allen key. Note: The door leaf must be supported from 
underneath to avoid damages due to sudden drop of door.  

3. Hinge when door is open

Cover cap removed; all adjustment screws are visible Door 
needs to be open at least 90 degrees to unhinge door leaf

4. Hinge when door is open

To unhinge the door leaf, take out all bolts. The door leaf now 
slides off hinges (no lifting necessary)

Note: The door leaf must be supported from underneath to 
avoid damages due to sudden drop of door. 

Lipped Doors
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Use a 3mm allen key on the position shown to release 
the pin and unhinge the door. 

SFS Easy 3D hinges are adjustable in 3 positions 
all adjustments can be done with a 4mm allen key. 

Lift / lower door

1. Turn clockwise to lift the door
2. Turn anti clockwise to lower the door

Move towards / away from the frame

1. Turn clockwise to move the door away from the frame, 
decreasing weatherstrip compression
2. Turn anti clockwise to move door towards the frame, increasing 
weatherstrip compression. 

Move towards / away from the lock side

1. Turn      anticlockwise to unlock hinge.  
2. Turn      anti clockwise to move door away from lock side
Turn clockwise to move door towards the lock side
3. Turn       clockwise to lock hinge. 

1 2

1

1

2
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Issue Investigate Possible Cause Solution 

Joints opening Is the v joint sealant cracking on joints? High moisture content due to wet 
trades is causing timber to swell

Ventilate room immediately to reduce 
ambient moisture 

Paint cracking Is this in a particular area or on all the 
window and frames?

High moisture content due to wet 
trades in causing timber to swell.

Ventilate room immediately to reduce 
ambient moisture

Finger joints showing through Is the inside/outside or both? High moisture content due to wet 
trades in causing timber to swell.

Ventilate room immediately to reduce 
ambient moisture

Cracked glass

How has the product been installed? Possible manufacture/transit 
damage

All orders must be checked within 
5 days of delivery

Check delivery and notify Bereco within 
5 days. 

Site damage Re-order from Bereco

Damage 
in transit

Check delivery and notify Bereco within 
5 days

Site damage Re-order from Bereco

Missing items Reconcile with signed sales confirmation All orders must be checked 
within 5 days of delivery

Contact your supplier for replacements 
which will be chargeable if the 5 day 
period 
is exceeded

Check delivery & notify Bereco within 
5 days

Wrong spec Reconcile with signed sales confirmation n/a Re-order from Bereco 

 

Troubleshooting Guide
General
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Issue Investigate Possible Cause Solution 

Leaking See ‘Doors Leaking’ See ‘Doors Leaking’ See ‘Doors Leaking’

Has head drip been fitted? No head drip fitted or head drip provided has 
been damaged - water ingress 
between sash and frame

Fit head drip or reorder from Bereco and fit new head 
drip

Silicone on outside in good condition? Cracked/damaged silicone seal Remove external silicone (around glazing unit) reseal 
with suitable silicone (BS5889 approved) 

Draughty Is the window closed fully? Window not closed fully or one locking point 
not engaged

Open the sash, remove any dirt/material operate the 
handle and check if all locking points move

Dirt/material wedged in hinge, preventing the 
sash from closing

Clean hinges and lubricate with non-resinous grease

Is there sufficient gasket compression? Locking points need adjustment See adjustment instructions page 16

Is the trickle vent closed? Trickle vent above sash is open causing draft Use movable cover to close trickle vent

Handle will 
not latch

Can the sash be pushed tightly to 
the frame?

Dirt/material wedged in hinge, preventing the 
sash from closing

Clean hinges and lubricate with non-resinous grease

Has the weatherstrip been fitted correctly? Check weatherstrip is tight into grooves and not 
overlapping

Opening 
sash will 
not open

Has the handle been fitted correctly? Handle not fitted correctly See handle installation

Is there any place where the sash can 
be pushed open a little from inside or 
is it shut all the way?

Installer might have screwed shut the sash 
when using straps and screws during instal-
lation 

Re-install window

Handle might not engage with locking mecha-
nism- spindle of handle might be too small

Wrong handle used for window - check and report to 
Bereco

Espagnolette system broken Re-order from Bereco

Cannot turn 
handles

Has the handle been fitted correctly? Handle not fitted correctly See handle installation

If lockable has the key been fully 
turned?

Key not turned fully Turn key to its extent

If lockable have you lost the key? Use key from another window handle or reorder from 
Bereco

If lockable has the key snapped and 
can’t be turned?

Key broken and stuck in lock Remove the key with a pair of pliers and reorder either 
key or full handle if damaged from Bereco

If non-lockable has the push button 
been pressed?

Push-button not pressed fully Push button fully

Cannot 
close once 
open

Is sash pushed away from frame on 
hinge or lock side?

Dirt/material wedged in hinge, preventing the 
sash from closing

Clean hinges and lubricate with non-resinous grease

Is the handle in closed position when 
trying to close sash?

Handle is not fitted correctly or handle is in 
closed position and locking points collide with 
keepers

See handle installation and operation

Has the sash dropped on handle side? Sash has dropped or sash riser blocks have 
been removed

See adjustment instruction- reorder sash riser blocks. 

Are the anti prise clips hitting each 
other (sash part hits frame part) 
instead of going past each other? 

Timber swelling has reduced tolerance neces-
sary. Sash has dropped slightly, which reduces 
the space needed between both parts of the 
anti prise clips.

Loosen screws of frame part of anti prise clips and move 
this part towards the outside. Then tighten the screws 
again. 

General
Casement Windows

Troubleshooting guide
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Issue Investigate Possible Cause Solution 

Leaking Are both sashes closed properly? Gap at top or bottom of either sash Close sashes properly

Silicone on outside in good condition? Cracked/damaged silicone seal Remove external silicone (all around the 
glazing unit) reseal with suitable silicone 
(BS 5889 approved) 

Draughty Is the window closed fully? Window not closed Close the sash and fitch fasteners

Dirt/Material wedged in, preventing the sash 
from closing

Remove dirt/material, close and replace

Is there sufficient gasket compression? Gasket damaged Reorder gasket from Bereco 

Is the trickle vent closed? Trickle vent above sash is open causing draught Use movable cover to close trickle vent

Fitch 
fastener 
will not 
latch

Can the sashes be pushed tightly to the frame? Dirt or any material between the sash and frame Remove any material or dirt that might 
be between the sash and frame and close 

Has the weatherstrip been fitted correctly Check weatherstrip is tight into grooves 
and not overlapping. 

Opening 
sash will 
not open 

Has the fitch fastener been opened fully? Sashes still engaged into each other Open fitch fastener fully - sink grub-screw 
for locking fastener

Can the sash be pushed up / down at one side? Installer might have screwed shut the sash when 
using straps and screws during
installation

Re-install window

High moisture content due to wet trades is caus-
ing timber to swell. 

Ventilate room immediately to reduce 
ambient moisture

Does the sash only open by about 100mm? Night-vent hits strike-plate Use provided allen key to close night-vent

Sash opens/ 
closes by 
itself

Are the spiral balances / the cord attached to the 
sash?

Spiral balances are unscrewed / cord grip is loose 
or snapped.

Pull down spiral balances with a vice grip 
and screw fix balance foot

Spiral balance not tightened sufficiently / weights 
not strong enough. 

Tighten balances with a flat screw driver 
from underneath when sashes are pulled 
all the way up. Report to Bereco to 
reconcile weight specifications

Fitch 
Fastener 
cannot be 
opened

If lockable has the grub screw been fully sunk? Grub screw still sticking out Turn allen key to sink grub screw fully

Is there any dirt/grease on fitch fastener? Building debris/dirt covers fitch fastener Clean fitch fastener and lubricate with 
silicone spray

Sashes are 
stiff when 
moved

Is there any side tolerance between sash and 
frame? 

Timber swelling due to high level of moisture in air Ventilate room immediately to reduce 
ambient moisture. Lubricate jambs with 
silicone spray to ease sliding operation. 

Cannot 
close once 
open

Are both sashes pushed fully into closed position? Any material/dirt preventing the sash from closing 
properly

Clean rebates and remove any 
material that might be stuck between 
sash and frame and close. 

Is the fitch fastener in closed position when trying 
to close sash? 

Fitch fastener handle hits fitch fastener catch 
when closed

Open fitch fastener fully - sink grub screw 
for locking fastener

Sliding Sash Windows
Troubleshooting guide
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Issue Investigate Possible Cause Solution 

Leaking See ‘Doors Leaking’ See ‘Doors Leaking’ See ‘Doors Leaking’

Silicone on outside in good condition? Cracked/damaged silicone seal Remove external silicone (around glazing unit) reseal 
with suitable silicone (BS5889 approved) 

Draughty Is the window closed fully? Window not closed fully or one locking point 
not engaged

Open the sash, remove any dirt/material operate the 
handle and check if all locking points move

Dirt/material wedged in hinge, preventing the 
sash from closing

Clean hinges and lubricate with non-resinous grease

Is there sufficient gasket compression? Locking points need adjustment See adjustment instruction page 16

Is the trickle vent closed? Trickle vent above sash is open causing draft Use movable cover to close trickle vent

Handle will 
not latch

Can the sash be pushed tightly to 
the frame?

Dirt/material wedged in hinge, preventing the 
sash from closing

Clean hinges and lubricate with non-resinous grease

Has the weatherstrip been fitted correctly? Check weatherstrip is tight into grooves and not 
overlapping

Opening 
sash will 
not open

Has the handle been fitted correctly? Handle not fitted correctly See handle installation

Is there any place where the sash can 
be pushed open a little from inside or 
is it shut all the way?

Installer might have screwed shut the sash when 
using straps and screws during installation 

Re-install window

Handle might not engage with locking mecha-
nism- spindle of handle might be too small

Wrong handle used for window - check and report to 
Bereco

Espagnolette system broken Re-order from Bereco

Cannot turn 
handles

Has the handle been fitted correctly? Handle not fitted correctly See handle installation

If lockable has the key been fully 
turned?

Key not turned fully Turn key to its extent

If lockable have you lost the key? Use key from another window handle or reorder from 
Bereco

If lockable has the key snapped and 
can’t be turned?

Key broken and stuck in lock Remove the key with a pair of pliers and reorder either 
key or full handle if damaged from Bereco

If non lockable has the push button 
been pressed?

Push-button not pressed fully Push button fully

Cannot 
close once 
open

Is sash pushed away from frame on 
hinge or lock side?

Dirt/material wedged in hinge, preventing the 
sash from closing

Clean hinges and lubricate with non-resinous grease

Is the handle in closed position when 
trying to close sash?

Handle is not fitted correctly or handle is in 
closed position and locking points collide with 
keepers

See handle installation and operation

Has the sash dropped on handle side? Sash has dropped or sash riser blocks have 
been removed

See adjustment instruction- reorder sash riser blocks. 

Tilt & Turn Windows
Troubleshooting guide
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Issue Investigate Possible Cause Solution 

Doors Leaking Is the water coming in from 
around the frame or door leaf?

Not enough compression on gasket Ensure that the weatherseal is fitted correctly and hinges are 
adjusted 

Fitted out of plumb Adjust hinges or refit door 

Is the water coming in from 
the thresh?

Thresh not sealed satisfactory to floor Seal with silicone

Fitted out of plumb Adjust hinges or refit door 

Is the weatherstrip in the frame 
making contact with the door?

Door leaf out of plumb Adjust hinges 

Weather seal not fitted correctly or 
damaged

Re-order from Bereco and replace. 

Has the head drip been fitted? 
(open out doors only) 

No head drip fitted or head drip provided 
has been damaged 

Fit head drip or re-order from Bereco and fit new head drip

Silicone on outside in good 
condition?

Cracked / damaged silicone seal Remove external silicone (around glazing unit) reseal with suit-
able silicone (BS5889 approved) 

Draughty See ‘doors leaking’ See ‘doors leaking’ See ‘doors leaking’

Binding on 
hinge side

Is the door fitted correctly and 
square?

Incorrect fitting See Bereco Survey & Installation Manual for details on the correct 
method of installation

Is the plastering too close to 
the door hinges?

Too much plaster depth / skirting board 
depth

Cut back plaster or replace door. 

Binding on lock 
side when closing

Is door leaf touching keeper/ 
frame when closed? 

Swelling due to moisture in building or 
incorrect adjustment

Ventilate room immediately to reduce ambient moisture, adjust 
hinges. Door may need to be replaced if bowed. 

Handle cannot be 
lifted to lock door 
or is difficult to 
operate?

Does the handle lift fully into 
the upright position? 

Cylinder lock fitted incorrectly Remove handle and refer to door handle installation

Check the alignment of keepers Keepers out of line Adjust keepers on frame

Check the door set is square Fitted out of plumb Adjust hinges or re-fit door 

Is the ironmongery in good 
condition?

Defective or damaged ironmongery Re-order full 3 point mechanism

Will not lock Does the cylinder lock operate 
fully when the door is open?

Has the cylinder lock been fitted the 
correct way? 

Remove cylinder lock and refit the opposite way

Will unlock from 
inside but not 
outside

Does the cylinder lock operate 
fully when the door is open?

Has the cylinder lock been fitted the 
correct way? 

Remove cylinder lock and refit the opposite way

Check the door set is square Swelling due to moisture in building or 
incorrect fitting

Ventilate room immediately to reduce ambient moisture and 
adjust hinges. Door may need to be replaced if bowed

Check alignment of keepers Keepers out of line Adjust keepers on frame

Door leaf moves 
on hinges

Identify where movement is 
occurring 

Hinges require adjustment Adjust hinges

Opening restrictor 
does not engage 
for open out doors

Is the restrictor arm connected 
to the frame receiver? 

Restrictor arm is disconnected from 
frame receiver

Insert the pin of the restrictor arm into the keeper/receiver, which 
is located on the frame head and secure the pin by turning the 
small grub screw within an allen key until the pin is secured

Lost/Broken Keys n/a n/a Re-order cylinder and keys from Bereco 

French, Entrance & Stable Doors
Troubleshooting guide
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Issue Investigate Possible Cause Solution 

Doors Leaking Is the water coming in from around the 
frame or door leaf?

Not enough compression on gasket Ensure that the weatherseal is fitted correctly and hinges are 
adjusted

Fitted out of plumb Adjust hinges or refit door

Is the water coming in from the thresh? Thresh not sealed to floor Seal with silicone

Fitted out of plumb Adjust hinges or refit door 

Is the weatherstrip in the frame making 
contact with the door?

Door leaf out of plumb Adjust hinges

Weather seal not fitted correctly or 
damaged

Re-order from Bereco and replace.

Has the head drip been fitted? (open 
out doors only) 

No head drip fitted or head drip 
provided has been damaged

Fit head drip or re-order from Bereco and fit new head drip

Silicone on outside in good condition? Cracked / damaged silicone seal Remove external silicone (around glazing unit) reseal with 
suitable silicone (BS5889 approved)

Draughty See ‘doors leaking’ See ‘doors leaking’ See ‘doors leaking’

Leading door 
leaf does not 
open

Is the handle fitted correctly? Handle fitted incorrectly Remove handle and refit 

Does the handle point horizontally? Handle still in locking position Turn the handle into horizontal position to bring it into open-
ing position. 

Does the door leaf hit the floor? Floor / tiling not level Adjust door leafs in height if not sufficient reinstall door or 
change floor. 

Folding door 
leafs don’t 
open

Is the handle fitted correctly? Handle fitted incorrectly Remove handle and re-fit 

Does the handle point horizontally? Handle still in locking position Turn the handle into horizontal position to bring it into 
opening position

Does the door leaf hit the floor? Floor/tiling not level Adjust door leafs in height if not sufficient re-install door or 
change floor. 

Sliding door 
leafs do not 
engage into 
keeper when 
locked

Is the door fitted correctly and square? Incorrect fitting Re-fit doors

Is there any building debris or material 
that prevents the door from closing?

Material / dirt in the running track Clean running track and lubricate with silicone spray 

Check alignment of keepers Keepers out of line Adjust keepers on frame

Is there too much gasket compression? Too much gasket compression 
prevents the locking points from 
moving into the keepers

Adjust locking points 

Handle cannot 
be turned to 
lock leading 
door leaf or the 
handle difficult 
to operate?

Check alignment of keepers Keepers out of line Adjust keepers on frame

Check the door set is square Fitted out of plumb Adjust hinges or re-fit door

Has the door swollen? High moisture content in building Ventilate room immediately to reduce ambient moisture, adjust 
hinges.  Door may need to be replaced if bowed

Is the ironmongery in good condition? Defective Ironmongery See hardware component list for details on which items to replace. 

Will not lock Is there any building debris or material 
that prevents the door from closing?

Material/dirt in the running track Clean running track and lubricate with acid free and non-
resinous grease

Is the locking operation followed 
correctly?

Ironmongery (handle) in engaged 
position when trying to close

Ensure handles are turned only when each door leaf is closed/ 
locked (starting with the sliding door leaf hinged at the jamb) 

Folding Sliding Doors
Troubleshooting guide
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Issue Investigate Possible Cause Solution 

Doors Leaking Is the water coming in from around the frame 
or door leaf?

Not enough compression on gasket Ensure that the weatherseal is fitted correctly 
and hinges are adjusted

Fitted out of plumb Adjust hinges or refit door

Is the water coming in from the thresh? Thresh not sealed satisfactory to floor Seal with silicone

Fitted out of plumb Adjust hinges or refit door

Is the weatherstrip in the frame making contact 
with the door?

Door leaf out of plumb Adjust hinges

Weather seal not fitted correctly or 
damaged

Re-order from Bereco and replace.

Has the head drip been fitted? (open out 
doors only)

No head drip fitted or head drip provided 
has been damaged

Fit head drip or re-order from Bereco fit new 
head drip

Silicone on outside in good condition? Cracked / damaged silicone seal Remove external silicone (around glazing unit) 
reseal with suitable silicone (BS5889 approved)

Draughty See ‘doors leaking’ See ‘doors leaking’ See ‘doors leaking’

Door does not 
slide

Does the handle point upwards? Mechanism in locking position Turn handle to bring it into opening 
position, which lifts the door leaf for slide

Door does not 
engage into 
keeper when 
locked

Is the door fitted correctly and square? Incorrect fitting See Bereco Survey & installation manual for 
details on the correct method of installation

Check alignment of keepers Keepers out of line Adjust keepers on frame

Handle cannot 
be turned to lock 
door or is the 
handle difficult 
to operate?

Check alignment of keepers Keepers out of line Adjust keepers on frame 

Check the door-set is square Fitted out of plumb Adjust hinges or refit door

Has the door swollen? High moisture content in building Ventilate room immediately to reduce ambient 
moisture and adjust hinges.  Door may need to 
be replaced if bowed.

Is the ironmongery in good condition? Defective ironmongery See hardwood component list

Will not lock Does the cylinder lock operate fully when the 
door is open? 

Has the cylinder been fitted in the correct 
way?

Remove cylinder lock and refit 

Lost/Broken Keys n/a n/a Re-order cylinder and keys from Bereco

Sliding Patio Doors
Troubleshooting guide
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Issue Investigate Possible Cause Solution 

Doors leaking Is the water coming in from around the 
frame or door leaf?

Not enough compression on gasket Ensure that the weatherseal is fitted correctly and 
hinges are adjusted

Fitted out of plumb Adjust hinges or refit door

Is the water coming in from the thresh? Thresh not sealed satisfactory to floor Seal with silicone

Fitted out of plumb Adjust hinges or refit door

Is the weatherstrip in the frame making 
contact with the door?

Door leaf out of plumb Adjust hinges

Weather seal not fitted correctly or damaged Re-order from Bereco and replace.

Has the head drip been fitted? (open 
out doors only)

No head drip fitted or head drip provided has 
been damaged

Fit head drip or re-order from Bereco fit new head drip

Silicone on outside in good condition? Cracked / damaged silicone seal Remove external silicone (around glazing unit) reseal 
with suitable silicone (BS5889 approved)

Draughty See ‘doors leaking’  See ‘doors leaking’ See ‘doors leaking’ 

Door does not 
slide

Does the handle point upwards? Mechanism in locking or tilting position Turn handle to bring it into opening position, which 
first tilts the door leaf and then brings it into sliding 
position

Door does not 
engage into 
keeper when 
locked

Is the door fitted correctly and square? Incorrect fitting See Bereco survey and installation manual for details 
on the correct method of installation. 

Check alignment of keepers Keepers out of line Adjust keepers on frame

Is there too much gasket compression? Fitted out of plumb Adjust locking points or re-fit door

Handle cannot 
be lifted to lock 
door or is the 
handle difficult 
to operate

Check alignment of keepers Keepers out of line Adjust keepers on frame 

Check the door-set is square Fitted out of plumb Adjust hinges or refit door

Is there any movement of the door leaf? High moisture content in building Ventilate room immediately to reduce ambient 
moisture and adjust hinges. Door may need to be 
replaced if bowed

Is the ironmongery in good condition? Defective ironmongery See hardwood component list

Will not lock Is there any building debris or material 
that prevents the door from closing 

Material/dirt in the running track Clean running track and lubricate with silicone spray

Is the locking operation followed 
correctly?

Ironmongery (handle) in engaged position 
when trying to close

Ensure handle points vertical when door is in sliding 
mode. Turn it down fully to lock the door completely 
(gently push the door leaf towards the frame)

Tilt & Slide Patio Doors
Troubleshooting guide
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Troubleshooting guide

Inspection 1                                  6 Months after installation

Date completed

Clean with after care kit

Cleaned out residue from hinges

Lubricate hinges

Identified damaged paintwork

If yes - touched up with paint/stain

Inspection 2                                12 Months after installation

Date completed

Clean with after care kit

Cleaned out residue from hinges

Lubricate hinges

Identified damaged paintwork

If yes - touched up with paint/stain

Inspection 3                                18 Months after installation

Date completed

Clean with after care kit

Cleaned out residue from hinges

Lubricate hinges

Identified damaged paintwork

If yes - touched up with paint/stain

Inspection 4                                24 Months after installation

Date completed

Clean with after care kit

Cleaned out residue from hinges

Lubricate hinges

Identified damaged paintwork

If yes - touched up with paint/stain

Inspection 5                                30 Months after installation

Date completed

Clean with after care kit

Cleaned out residue from hinges

Lubricate hinges

Identified damaged paintwork

If yes - touched up with paint/stain

Inspection 6                                36 Months after installation

Date completed

Clean with after care kit

Cleaned out residue from hinges

Lubricate hinges

Identified damaged paintwork

If yes - touched up with paint/stain

Inspection 7                                42 Months after installation

Date completed

Clean with after care kit

Cleaned out residue from hinges

Lubricate hinges

Identified damaged paintwork

If yes - touched up with paint/stain

Inspection 8                                48 Months after installation

Date completed

Clean with after care kit

Cleaned out residue from hinges

Lubricate hinges

Identified damaged paintwork

If yes - touched up with paint/stain

Inspection 9                                54 Months after installation

Date completed

Clean with Quick & Easy Balsam

Cleaned out residue from hinges

Lubricate hinges

Identified damaged paintwork

If yes - touched up with paint/stain

Inspection 10                              60 Months after installation

Date completed

Clean with Quick & Easy Balsam

Cleaned out residue from hinges

Lubricate hinges

Identified damaged paintwork

If yes - touched up with paint/stain

Please note to keep warranties valid the above maintenance schedule should be followed every 6 months and retained.  

Maintenance Schedule

To keep your Bereco windows in perfect condition, this maintenance schedule is designed to be an easy to follow checklist. 
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